SPACES VIA TANGENT MARTINGALES

Introduction
In this paper we will characterize complex separable Banach spaces B in which jB-valued analytic martingale difference sequences are unconditional (so called AUMV spaces). In these characterizations we use notion of tangent analytic martingales and tangent analytic Gaussian martingales, defined in this paper. These characterizations are analogical to the well-known theorem [4, p. 285] for UMV Banach spaces i.e. spaces in which all martingale difference sequences are unconditional.
THEOREM. LetB be a Banach spaceUMV. Ifp satisfies 1 < p < oo, then there exists a constant cp (depending only on B and p ) such that for every pair {dk} and of B-valued tangent martingales difference sequences such that i?||c?fc|| p and £||c?£|| p are finite for each k, we have
We shall prove analogical theorems to the above one for AUMV Banach spaces. We remark that the class of AUMV Banach spaces is strictly larger than the class of complex UMV Banach spaces and includes such space as complex i 1 [0,1] which is not UMV space.
Main definitions
Let (ii, T, P) be a probability space and = {0,fi} C C .. .Tn C J~n+\ C ... C T be a filtration (a nondecreasing sequence of sub-er-fields), B be a complex separable Banach space, B* be a dual space of B and Mn = dk be a B-valued martingale with respect to {Tn) (i.e. for each integer k, k=o n n n = 1,2,.. dk with values in a complex k=o Banach space B is analytic Gaussian if for each positive integer k, dk has ^"fc-i-conditinally almost surely the distribution of a Gaussian B-valued vector.
Main results
Let us start with the following fact. 
The proof of this fact for B -C (for the complex plane) from the book of Steven Krantz [3] carry over to the case of arbitrary Banach space B by substituting the absolute value with the norm.
We shall need also the following simple lemma proved in [5, Lemma 3] . 
This completes the proof.
Now we shall give a characterization of AUMV Banach spaces via analytic Gaussian martingales. We shall start with the following lemma. 
B are measurable and bounded functions and is a sequance of independent, standard complex Gaussian random variables. Let $(x,y) = /3||y|| -||x|| for x,y 6 B and let us define
(by the induction over n ). Hence )P n > W and & > \P . Putting M n = 0, N n = 0 in the definition of we obtain, that W n < Clearly, is upper semicontinuous as the infimum of continuous functions. Since 0 < !?(0,0) < #(0,0) = 0 then !P(0,0) = 0. Moreover, applying E$(y + M n , ±y + N n ) > 0, we have Hence <P(x,y) is the Lipschitz function with the constant (3. Let us fix x,y,u € B, ||u|| < n , c > 0. Now let us divide the complex plane C into countably many disjoint squeres Kj without the top and the right edges such that the dimeters di of sets D{ C B x B,Di = {(x,y) + (u, ±u)z, z 6 Ki} satisfy c di = sup {(u,±u)(2i -z 2 )} < 2||u|| sup \z\ -z 2 1 < -r. for some martingale and its (e t )-transform N^. Let us observe that by taking in the definition of the function the supremum over Di = {(a;,j/) + (u,±u)z , z € /i,} we can extend continuously on Di. Since < sup xe jr and Di is bounded, the extention is bounded from above.
Let us define for fixed f 6 Ki the following functions g^t]) = + urj, y ± ut]) -E$(x + UTJ + M*, y±wq + N*).
The Lebesgue Theorem implies that is continuous and g^) Since we have countably many sets Ki, we have also countably many marts tingales. Since ||u|| < n, y/i^ || < n then for these martingales h\ are measurable and uniformly bounded by n. Finally, let us define a martingale M n as follows: M n+1 (£,... B ) = M*(e,.. .£") for e € Ki.
For this martingale the functions hk are measurable and ||/i¿|| < n + 1. Moreover the following inequality is true
9™(x + u£,y± uO > E$(x + M n+1 ,y + N n+1 ) -e.
If £ is a standard complex Gaussian random variable independent on ,... then integrating both sides and applying Fubini theorem and the definition of function 9 n +\ we obtain
E9?(x + u£,y± uO > 9 n+1 (x, y) -e.
Now passing to infinity with m we obtain
This completes the proof of lemma because e was arbitrary small.
To prove Theorem 3 we will need the following results proved in [5] . Let dp = cp for p £ (0,1] and dp = 2 p~1 cp for p > 1.
If B is AUMV then the function is skew-plurisubharmonic and such that !Pp(0,0) = 0 and &p(x,y) < dp\\y\\ p -||a;|| p . Hence are two independent copies of independent sequence of standard complex Gaussian random variables.
If we take transform Nn of the martingale Mn than Mn, M'n are tangent analytic Gaussian and M'n,£nNn are also tangent analytic Gaussian. Hence The following theorems easily follow from the proof of Theorem 3. 
